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Mega Goal 2.2 Revision  

Writing 
 

Going Green 
Keeper of hidden treasure I realized how sensible “going green” was when I started noticing the 
_______(1)______ accumulated from all the packaging. We’re a family of three and we 
manage to accumulate a bagful of _______(2)______ waste every day. We are careful to use a 
special disposal unit for recyclable _______(3)______, but we are not sure it is always 
effective. Is it actually recycled? We decided to search _______(4)______. We found out that 
there were _______(5)______ near the central market that sold goods by weight out of large 
canisters or burlap bags. Rice, beans, flour, sugar, oil, butter, cheese, and a lot more are 
available off the counter, free of _______(6)______. When we compared prices, we decided to 
never look back. 
1.  
a. amount of waste b. amount of books c. Garage d. wats 
2. 
a. relable   b. recyclable c. able  d. candidate   
3. 
a. matters b. labels  c. materials d. cans 
4. 
a. for you b. foreign   c. followers d. for options 
5. 
a. many stores b. many bags c. clubs d. squares  
6. 
a. parking  b. packaging c. loading d. nothing 

 
 

The Job of an Arborist 
   Although my parents would like me to become a doctor or a lawyer, I am interested in a very 
different kind of job. I would like to be an arborist, a sort of ….....(1)........ for trees. To become 
an arborist, it is essential that you have a related ..........(2).........’s degree, for example in 
.........(3)........, as the more you know about trees the better you will be able to do what is 
expected of you. Arborists are hired by individuals or organizations to keep trees healthy and 
attractive. They …......(4)........, prune, plant, and cure trees. In other words, they are a kind of 
official “tree carer.” They are considered ……..(5)....... in their field I am interested in working in 
nature and taking care of things. I like trees. I am patient, methodical, and hard working. Finally, 
given current trends towards greener alternatives, I think there will be plenty of work for 
arborists in the future, so ……....(6)......... will not be a problem.  
1.  
a. lawyer  b. teacher c. doctor d. driver 
2. 

a. intermediate                  b. secondary                       c. primary                        d. bachelor 
3. 

a. painting                          b. cleaning                            c. washing                          d. forestry  
4. 
a. fertilize                          b. buy                                 c. big                        d. grow  
5. 

a. like b. experts  c. patient d. control 
6. 
a. the office  b. employment  c. unemployment                   d. the maintenance 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Grammar 
 

1. he recommended that he ______________ his résumé to the interview. 

a. bring b. brings c. bringing d. brought 

2. I want you to __________ me about any problems you have. 

a. told b. tell c. tells d. telling 

3. The boss demanded that he not ________ late again. 

a. are b. been c. be d. am 

4. I'd like you to ___________ applying for the job . 

a. consider b. considered c. considers d. considering 

5. Do you want ___________ a positive impact on the environment? 

a. having b. haves c. have d. to have 

6. Do you hate ___________ away old clothes in the garbage? 

a. throws b. to throw c. throwing d. throw 

7. Quit ____________________ disposable batteries. 

a. using b. use  c. uses d. to use 

8. Learn _________ creating trash whenever possible. 

a. avoids b. avoiding c. to avoid d. avoided 

9. Water _______________ at 100 °C (212 °F). 

a. boils b. boil c. boiling d. boiled 

10. If they climb up to 4,000 meters, they will _________ oxygen. 

a. needed b. needing c. need d. needs 

11. The water is _________________ . Please turn it off. 

a. boils b. boil c. boiling d. boiled 

12. If you mix flour and water, you _______ with batter. 

a. end up b. ending up c. ends up d. ended up 

13. Our new apartment is in a ____________________ building. 

a. small brick b. brick small c. smalls bricks d. bricking small 

14. ……….. English is a good idea. 

a. Studied   b. Studys c. Study d. Studying 

15. There are ________________ windows. 

a. newing enormous b. newer enormous c. new enormous d. enormous new 

16. ……….. newspaper is a bit boring. 

a. Reading b. Read c. Reads d. have read  

17. Do you ski as ________ as your family. 

a. good b. well c. better d. the best 

18. I ________ call you as soon as I get home. 

a. is b. are c. am d. will 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Vocabulary 
 

1. help me out = 

a. do me a favor b. do me egg c. bring me coffee d. see you 

2. take off = 

a. run b. leave c. leak d. come 

3. It’s freezing in here. Why is the ________________ set so high? 

a. window b. refrigerator c. iron d. air conditioner 

4. Pollution is the __________ of many environmental problems. 

a. ideas b. organic c. source  d. conserves 

5. a piece of cake = 

a. high   b. very easy c. very difficult d. hard 

6. lame =  

a. excellent b. very good c. good d. bad 

7. hold on = 

a. slow downs b. stop sign c. stand up d. stop for a moment  

8. cool = 

a. huge b. shame c. great d. rotten 

9. grand =    

a. thousand b. hundred c. million d. billion 

10. up for = 

a. not ready for  b. ready for c. busy d. free 

11. mess up =  

a. Wow b. make it nice c. make a mistake d. awesome 

12. guts =  

a. over b. courage c. feel bad d. Oh 

 
 
 

Match 
 

1. analyze h a. a particular type of land. 
2. identical g b. a sport that people go to watch. 

3. committed f c. the center of a region. 
4. bold e d. a useful or valuable thing, person or quality. 

5. asset d e. strong and courageous. 
6. hub c f. dedicated. 

7. spectator b g. exactly the same. 
8. terrain a h. to study closely. 
   i. astonishing, amazing. 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 



 

Vision 2030 

 

Reading 
 

A country born on skis 
Norway, a small country of 5.5 million inhabitants, has won more Winter Games medals than 
any other nation. It became the first country to win 100 Olympic gold medals, and reached the 
300-medal milestone in the Winter Games of 2010  Norwegians go cross-country skiing , ski-
jumping, or downhill skiing on weekends, on holidays, and after work. When the snow starts 
melting in spring, they move it up to the mountains. And if there is no access to snow, they skate 
on ice. Norwegians have enjoyed skiing for thousands of years. A rock carving in Nordland 
County in the north provides evidence that the use of skis dates back to the Stone Age. Skiing 
did not become a mass sport until the mid-1880s when the first competitions were arranged 
Sondre Norheim, who is considered the father of modern skiing, was the originator of the 
Telemark skis, which are narrower in the middle than at the front and back and have stiff heel 
bindings.  
Annual cross-country events are organized throughout Norway, attracting a great number of 
participants. Such events are not restricted to athletes, but include “keep fit” categories that 
allow more people to participate. Speed skating used to be a large spectator and participation 
sport on a par with cross-country skiing. Cross-country skiing, ski jumping, and Alpine skiing 
seem to have taken over and overshadowed speed skating, although Norwegian speed skaters 
are among the best in the world. 
1. Norwegians go cross-country skiing in their free time. T 
2. The use of skis dates back to about a century ago. F 
3. Telemark skis are narrower in the middle and have soft heel bindings. F 
4. Amundsen was the first man to reach the South Pole in 1911. T 
5. Annual cross-country events are restricted to “keep fit” categories. F 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is blessed with a significant wealth of natural resources, an 
Islamic, family oriented society and extraordinary opportunities for economic growth. The nation 
is honored to welcome and serve an increasing number of pilgrims and visitors, from across the 
globe, every year.  
The people 
It is important, therefore, for the members of the Saudi society to be supported by social, health 
care and educational systems in order to cultivate and nurture its children in the best way 
possible to prepare them for a promising future. Cultural and entertainment projects will include 
the establishment of libraries, galleries, museums and the organization of different types of 
events and activities. An updated educational system will provide high quality learning and 
develop available talent and potential. Graduates will have the knowledge and skills required by 
the job market and access to many opportunities for professional development. 
The economy 
The Kingdom’s economy has great growth potential. A diversified and renewed business 
environment will offer employment opportunities to all citizens and attract new investors. The 
Kingdom’s strategic position that connects the waterways of three continents, Europe, Africa 
and Asia, will make it a leading trading and transportation port for cargo from different countries 
across the globe. 
1. One of the main strengths of Saudi Arabia is wealth of natural resources. T 
2. The members of the Saudi society are not supported by health care. F 
3. Galleries, museums are different types of events and activities for citizens.  T 
4. The educational system now as same as the past. F 
5. The geographical position affect its role in international trade. T 


